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This white paper provides a roadmap for state supreme courts, as the regulators of the legal profession, to reconsider the role of state bar associations as part of a larger re-structuring of the regulation of the legal services market. The paper critiques the traditional delegation of regulatory authority from state supreme courts to state bars and discusses several options for a modern regulatory approach within the legal market. This paper expands on the regulatory design decisions discussed in our previous white paper *Designing and Implementing Legal Regulation.*
INTRODUCTION

In the United States, authority to regulate the practice of law is generally vested in the state supreme courts. Regulation of the practice of law has historically meant the regulation of lawyers, who have been the sole providers permitted to provide services or engage in activities even arguably described as “the practice of law” (e.g. legal advice, document assistance and drafting, representation). Most courts have, in turn, delegated almost all regulatory authority to state bar associations and, through its influential role, the American Bar Association (“ABA”). These organizations draft professional rules and requirements for lawyers, which are then adopted by the state supreme courts, administer the professional admission process, and execute enforcement through the professional disciplinary process. The regulatory mission is generally stated as the regulation of those authorized to practice law to ensure the protection of the public.

Bar associations, however, are not just regulators of the legal profession. They are also, almost across the board, professional associations responsible for protecting and enhancing lawyers’ interests, economic security, and advancement. Indeed, critics have convincingly argued that state bars’ professional association identity is, in fact, their primary organizational identity—and that the interests of lawyers are regularly advanced before those of the American public. At the least, there is a conflict between these two functions that is fundamental and ongoing.

The harm caused by this conflict is most starkly visible when assessing the organized bar’s reaction to movements to reform the regulation of legal services. Despite clear evidence that most Americans do not and cannot access legal help from a licensed lawyer, and despite mounting evidence that this lack of access is caused in no small part by the monopoly conferred upon lawyers, most state bar associations have refused to substantively re-think how legal services could be delivered to better serve more people. Reform efforts have often been met by hand-wringing about the potential harm for consumers, but also, whether explicitly or implicitly, about the potential threat to lawyers’ businesses and market value. The only acceptable solutions to consider are lawyer centric (e.g. more pro bono or increased legal aid); other avenues are dismissed and shut down. Each time this happens, we see the bar as professional association, advocating and advancing the interests of its members rather than guarding the public interest. And the negative impacts of this regulatory arrangement are only likely to grow as technological and other innovations increasingly attract consumers to other, unregulated, sources of legal assistance.
Because state bars labor under this core conflict of interest, the path to meaningful reform runs through state supreme courts. The bar’s authority as regulator exists only by the grace of its state supreme court. Courts can, and should, re-assess the merits of the delegation to the bar and consider how to ensure proper legal services regulation while supporting the ability of lawyers to independently organize as a professional association. All know that regulatory change is hard and expensive and that there is limited appetite in any state for an expensive new regulatory body created from scratch. That said, there are relatively inexpensive and even cost-free actions that will help consumers and increase American faith in the rule of law writ large.

To see what such a reorganization might look like and grasp some of its implications, it is helpful to look more broadly at how consumer regulation of legal services might be structured, administered, and even re-imagined. The discussion below extends a set of ideas that we began to consider in our previous paper, Designing and Implementing Legal Regulation, and focuses in on the particular question of institutional home for legal services regulation.

I. What do regulators of legal services do now, and based on what evidence?

The re-organization of legal services regulation requires an interrogation of the existing regulatory regime: the professional requirements core to lawyer identity. These consist of the educational and admission requirements, the Rules of Professional Conduct, and the lawyer discipline system. Key questions include: Are these professional requirements necessary to protect consumers? If so, how?

We lack virtually any objective data on the consumer protection benefits of current regulatory approach which uses detailed rules to govern who, what, when, where, and how of the practice of law. Although these rules could ensure a certain level of service quality for the public and thereby protect consumers from harm, we do not know whether they are actually effective. No definitive studies show that current educational or licensing requirements produce high quality legal services for the public. No definitive studies show that the rules of professional conduct protect consumers from poor quality services and the harm they might suffer. Nor is the data from bar disciplinary authorities very revealing. Backlogs in investigations pervade the system. In most states, the process is secret. As many as nine out of ten complaints are summarily dismissed—especially if they concern “mere negligence,” which is generally not
covered by the disciplinary system. The limited studies of bar enforcement activities indicate that enforcement is driven at least as often by lawyers seeking to protect their business interests as it is by concerns about consumer harm.

These facts on the ground give good reason to question the legitimacy of both the existing regime and the gatekeepers who oversee it. We should acknowledge that many of the rules and requirements we associate with lawyer regulation are often primarily markers of membership in a professional association, rather than consumer protection regulations. Professional markers do have value for consumers in the market. They communicate professional status, including education, training, and expertise which can help inform consumer choice of provider. A lawyer professional association can, and should, exist to advocate for lawyers’ interests, provide professional certification, offer continuing education, and the like. But professional status should no longer be permitted to define the totality of the legal services market or the regulations governing it and the professional association should no longer control the regulation of legal services.

II. What should a regulator of legal services do?

a. If the regulation of legal services is disentangled from the functions of the professional association, what remains as the core functions of legal services regulation? What are the primary concerns that legal services regulation should target?

Legal services require regulatory oversight beyond mechanisms generally available in the market (i.e., contract, tort, general consumer protection statutes) for three reasons. First, legal services, like other professional services, frequently, but not always, require the deployment of expert knowledge and the exercise of discretion and judgement by an expert provider. Second, legal services fall in the category of a “credence good.” These are goods or services for which it is very difficult for a lay consumer to assess the quality of the good or service, even after the good or service is utilized or provided. And finally, legal services are often deployed in areas of high impact; the possible negative impact of poor quality services on an issue of liberty, family, or housing could be immense.

In light of these three attributes, legal regulation should primarily intervene to ensure the basic quality of the services provided to the
public. At its core, this is a consumer protection function. A legal services regulator should be focused primarily on protecting consumers from being harmed by poor quality services.\textsuperscript{25}

**b. What should the regulator’s scope of authority be?**

The current, and future, legal services market is not limited to lawyers. Many consumers already receive their legal assistance from unregulated sources such as friends, family, trusted community leaders, and, of course, legal technology companies such as Legalzoom and Rocket Lawyer.\textsuperscript{26} It seems likely that as artificial intelligence becomes more and more sophisticated, increasing numbers of consumers will be accessing legal help through service delivery models based in technology. The current approach is too narrowly focused on lawyers and excludes the large and diverse range of sources of legal help for most American consumers.

In embracing reform, a state supreme court can exercise its regulatory authority and expand the universe of authorized and regulated providers. The court should authorize the provision of legal services by individuals and entities \textit{including but not limited to} lawyers, and it should build a regulatory structure capable of regulating across these diverse providers, including additional roles, such as para-professionals, organizational and entity-based providers, and technology platforms.\textsuperscript{27} Each of these approaches to rethinking both the regulatory approach and the regulatory institution are discussed in options one through four below.

State supreme courts have a fifth and final option. Instead of expanding its regulatory scope beyond lawyers by acknowledging that other providers can practice law and be regulated when doing so, the court could narrow the definition of the practice of law to only those key activities lawyers should perform and defer regulatory authority over all other legal service activities to the state legislature. This approach is discussed as option five below.
c. If consumer protection is the core function of the legal services regulator, how should that regulator execute that function? What key characteristics should the regulator exhibit?

An ideal legal services regulator would be **effective, empirical, efficient, and independent**. These concepts are intertwined: The regulator is efficient when it provides effective consumer protection at a reasonable cost, and meaningful assessment of the regulator’s effectiveness requires an empirical basis for evaluation. Achieving these regulatory characteristics will require a regulator independent from those it regulates.

An **effective** legal services regulator regulates to protect consumers both from the harm caused by lack of access (by allowing more sources of legal help) and from the harm caused by poor quality legal services. This requires identifying and understanding what quality in legal services means, when poor quality services occur, what causes poor quality in legal services, what types of harm consumers experience, when harm is meaningful from a regulatory standpoint, and when and how to intervene to mitigate harm. Further, an effective regulator is responsive to changes in the market it regulates and adjusts regulatory resources as needed to avoid over- or under-regulation.

An **empirical** legal services regulator uses data to ensure the effectiveness of its regulation. The current system relies on the professional conduct rules as proxies for consumer harm, but we lack good empirical knowledge about the actual relationship between those rules and consumer harm. In other words, we do not know the effectiveness of any individual rule or the overall approach. If the legal
services regulator has the primary function of ensuring consumer protection, then the regulator must collect data on consumer harm both to guide its regulatory decision making, and its enforcement action in particular, and to ensure the overall effectiveness of the approach. One simple way the bar itself can begin the move toward a more empirical approach is to require lawyers and law firms to report their consumer complaints.

An **efficient** legal services regulator provides effective consumer protection at a reasonable cost. Cost should be understood not just as a measurement of cost born by the government in providing the regulation, but also the cost to the market of the regulation. Currently, the cost of regulating legal services could be seen as very low because the government itself bears almost none of the cost. However, the cost to providers, consumers, and the justice system in general is significant. Providers incur high costs in overcoming the regulatory barriers to entry (law school, bar exam and other entrance requirements) and face ongoing high costs of service provision which must be born entirely by the lawyer herself. Consumers face high costs in finding and using legal services. The justice system experiences the cost primarily in terms of high numbers of unrepresented litigants in state civil matters and in the unaddressed poor quality of services provided by existing lawyers.

An empirical regulator may, at the outset, be more expensive to operate than the current system. Data-based regulation requires institutionalizing the collection of robust data in an industry with no history or capability to do so. However, the benefits to the consumer protection function likely outweigh this cost. Over time, the increased effectiveness of the regulation, and the reduction of over-regulation and the externalized systemic costs, should mitigate the increased costs of empiricism.

An **independent** regulator is one which is not controlled by those it regulates. Although self-regulation has historically been a privilege of the profession, it is apparent that more independence is needed to ensure that regulation is in the public interest and prioritizes consumer protection. Given the political challenges presented by lawyer control of regulation, a new regulator should be structured so as to protect against regulatory capture, not only by lawyers but also by future market participants.
III. How might we re-imagine the structure of legal services regulation?

This Part shifts gears to consider five ways in which state supreme courts could approach re-structuring the regulator of legal services.

Current Regulatory Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPREME COURT</th>
<th>BAR</th>
<th>Lawyers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Basic Reorganization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPREME COURT</th>
<th>BAR</th>
<th>Lawyers</th>
<th>Professional Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A First Step

The current structure for legal services regulation is simple: generally, the state supreme court delegates much, if not all, of the regulatory activity to the state bar which develops and oversees lawyer regulation, including rulemaking, licensure, and discipline.

The most basic reorganization a state court could perform would separate out the professional association from the bar regulator but otherwise leave the current regulatory approach intact.

The de-unification of the California State Bar is a prominent example of this approach. While this reform ostensibly separates out the professional association from the state bar, it only removes a limited scope of activity (particularly political advocacy). It is the most limited of the possible changes, though it may be the most politically palatable. This reform does little to address the larger issues of access to justice and regulatory capture, and it does not, by itself, address the question of how to regulate new legal providers.
Thinking Beyond the First Step

To create more impactful change, state supreme courts should consider more robust institutional reform and, potentially, a more
active role in that regulation by the court. A number of factors influence the choice of an institutional host. Some courts may opt for
state bars because they have a history of regulation (although we have noted the serious limitations of that regulation) and they have
at least some of the machinery needed to operate a regulator (such the ability to track licenses and impose fees). Other courts may
opt to avoid state bars as hosts because they want to establish a new approach to regulation and/or set up robust protection against
regulatory capture by lawyers.

The court’s desired regulatory approach should be a major factor in hosting decisions. Courts opting for a prescriptive approach—
relying primarily on detailed rules governing conduct—may be more likely to continue regulation through state bar associations which
are familiar with the development, implementation, and enforcement of rules. Those using a more empirical and risk-based approach
may prefer setting up new organizations designed to act as a consumer protection regulator that can collect robust data on harm and
benefits. Hybrid approaches to regulation make this decision more difficult. The partial redesign of state bars as true regulators then
becomes correspondingly more complex.
There are at least five possible major structural reorganizations:

- Retain the bar as the regulator but expand the scope of regulated providers
- Split regulatory duties (e.g. administration, authorization, enforcement) across multiple organizations such as court and bar
- Split regulatory authority and create a new regulator for non-traditional legal service entities
- Create a single new regulator for all legal service providers, including lawyers, paraprofessionals, entities, and technology platforms
- Redefine the regulated activity (the practice of law) to allow other branches of government to take responsibility for regulation of legal services

Each of these approaches presents opportunities and challenges, as assessed below.
A Existing Regulator, Expanded Regulatory Scope

In this reorganization, the supreme court could expand the state bar’s regulatory authority to include additional legal service providers, such as licensed paraprofessionals, legal document assistants, court navigators, or legal service entities. All of these providers would be authorized and overseen by the bar under the direction of the court. Assuming no change in regulatory approach, providers would be subjected to a set of prescriptive requirements that parallel those used for lawyers and other legal roles.

The primary contemporary example is the movement to license and regulate legal paraprofessionals. Several states, including Utah, Oregon, and Colorado, have extended the regulatory authority of their state bars to include paraprofessionals. The extension of authority could also include organizational providers (entities), in addition to individuals. The bar, in this proposed reorganization, would also regulate entities, both law firms and new entrants such as corporate providers of legal services. The regulatory reforms in England and Wales took this path. The traditional regulators of legal professionals, such as the Solicitors Regulation Authority (“SRA”) and the Bar Standards Board (“BSB”), now regulate law firms and Alternative Business Structures (“ABSs”) in addition to solicitors and barristers.

The significant benefit here is the reliance on the existing institutional structure and operational capacity of the bar which reduces
the costs of expanding the regulatory scope, though it is highly likely that there will be some costs associated with additional staffing. It also likely mitigates some potential political costs by allowing lawyers to retain control and regulatory authority.

This approach faces three major challenges. First, state bar associations have historically overseen only professional roles (i.e., lawyers or paraprofessionals in a limited number of states) and the existing regulatory controls, particularly on the front end, do not translate well to the regulation of entities. Requirements such as bar exams and moral character assessments will need to be rethought for entity regulation.

Second, unless the court also requires the bar to substantially revise its regulatory approach for all regulated providers to include some kind of empirical approach to consumer safety, there would be little robust consumer protection for either entities or roles.

Finally, expanding the regulatory scope of the bar, without other changes, allows lawyers to retain control of legal services regulation, does nothing to address the protectionist tendencies exacerbated by that control, and actually could make things significantly worse. Some might think expanding the ambit of bar association regulation is akin to expanding the size of the henhouse under charge of the foxes.
Sharing Regulatory Duties: The Arizona Approach

A re-imagining of the legal services regulator could take the approach of splitting regulatory duties across different bodies. This is the approach taken in Arizona. The Arizona Supreme Court has authorized multiple regulated legal service providers, including legal document preparers (“LDPs”) (both individuals and entities), legal paraprofessionals (“LPs”), and entities (known as Alternative Business Structures (“ABS”)).

For each of these new categories of providers, the application and licensure process is run through an office and/or committee of the Supreme Court. While the Court itself administers the enforcement process for LDPs through its Certification and Licensing Division, the enforcement process for LPs and ABS tracks that of lawyers and is delegated to the Arizona state bar.

This approach may produce cost savings to the government because it uses the existing enforcement system rather than building out a new one. However, as we have seen, the current enforcement system, relying on passive regulation and enforcement only in response to the small subset of consumer complaints not dismissed, diverted, or resolved informally, may lack effectiveness. The opportunity to re-imagine the bar should, at the least, take the opportunity to re-design the consumer protection approach, including developing data to feedback and inform the efficacy of consumer protection interventions. One way to do this would be to begin proactively collecting complaint data as part of the bar’s enforcement duties under the expanded scope.
Dual Regulation: A New Regulator for Legal Service Entities

As noted above, the state bar’s historical approach to regulation faces challenges when applied to organizational providers. Courts thus could consider creating a new regulatory body to regulate entities, leaving state bars to regulate roles such as lawyers and paraprofessionals. This approach is conceptually clean and is easy to understand and implement. There is some perceived overlap when lawyers work for entities, but it is fairly straightforward to separate the regulatory requirements for roles from those for entities.

A new regulator may make particular sense if the court is deploying a new regulatory approach such as empirical regulation for non-traditional entities, including both ABSs (entities with nonlawyer ownership) and providers using non-lawyers and software. In Utah, the current system illustrates such a dual regulation of legal services. The Utah State Bar regulates lawyers and paraprofessionals, and the Legal Services Innovation Committee, a committee of the Utah Supreme Court, regulates non-traditional entities (not including traditional law firms). The Utah Supreme Court has explicitly directed the Legal Services Innovation Committee and the Office of Legal Services Innovation to which it has delegated responsibility for day-to-day regulatory activity to implement empirically-driven regulation targeting consumer protection. Utah thus has two different regulators, each following a different regulatory approach.
One benefit of this approach is that it separates the regulation of new entrants from regulation of lawyers and thus may better protect the independence of the new regulator. The court should ensure that those responsible for overseeing the development and operation of the new regulatory are not dominated by lawyers. It also confers the benefits of building a new system from scratch that prioritizes the consumer protection function and key characteristics we have identified, particularly empiricism.

However, the split regulator approach may lack efficiency and can create confusion because there are two regulatory bodies overseeing the same general area of activity. Further, unless the court requires both regulatory bodies to implement substantive policies to implement empirically driven consumer protection regulation, this approach will do little to address the lack of informed policy-making.
D A Single New Regulator for Legal Services

The next logical, but more politically challenging, reorganization shifts regulatory responsibilities to a new regulatory body that regulates both entities and roles, including lawyers and law firms, and requires the regulator to be created following the objective (consumer protection) and characteristics (effective, empirical, efficient, and independent) outlined above. The court could either create this regulatory body within the administrative office of the court or delegate power to a newly created, independent regulator.

Note that this approach would not have as radical an impact on lawyers as it might seem. State bar associations can continue to impose the same requirements on lawyers as before regarding educational, certification, and training. The difference is that it is now clear that those requirements are intended to provide benefits to lawyers as members and communicate value to the market, instead of protecting consumers. To the extent that they do so, they are still valuable to lawyers and worth bar membership to obtain.

There is a possible overlap between the new regulator and the state bars if the new regulator establishes additional criteria for role-based service providers. The worst case scenario for this problem would be if the new regulator established regulatory requirements that were functionally similar to those already established by the bar. This duplication will be less likely to occur if the regulator uses an empirical strategy for establishing consumer harm or protection.
If, however, the new regulator uses either a prescriptive or a management approach, then the requirements may make qualification for those roles more onerous than they are now. If a lawyer was also a manager in an entity, she might be required to enforce a series of management best practices in addition to the traditional behavior requirements for lawyers. Note that this problem can occur even if the new regulator only oversees entities.
State supreme court regulation of the legal industry is unusual. Almost all other industries and professions in America are regulated through the legislative and executive branches. One of the least expensive (to the court) approaches to reform legal regulation is for the court to limit the scope of its own authority to regulate the legal services market, giving the opportunity for the legislative and executive branches of the government to play a role.

This approach may raise substantial concerns sounding in separation of powers that have been assessed at length elsewhere. For now, it can be noted that most state supreme courts claim the power to define and regulate the practice of law. In some states, the legislature already has some power over legal practice (e.g., North Carolina, California). The current expansive definition of the practice of law includes many activities occurring outside of court, such as the provision of legal advice, drafting letters and other communications with legal import, preparation and review of court forms and legal documents, and assistance with legal negotiations.

This has not always been the case and it is not the case today in other countries. Earlier in U.S. history, the regulation of legal practice focused on in-court appearances. In England and Wales, the regulated practice of law is constrained to a much narrower set of activities, such as exercising a right of audience (appearing before a court and calling witnesses), the conduct of litigation (filing
proceedings in court and prosecuting or defending those proceedings), and activities related to certain legal instruments (includes instruments such as deeds but does not include wills).\(^{50}\)

Across the states, multiple activities have, over time, been defined as outside of the practice of law. In Utah, for example, several activities sit outside of the court’s scope of the practice of law, including certain activities performed by real estate brokers, insurance agents, abstractors or title insurance agents, and financial institutions and registered broker/dealers.\(^{51}\)

Rethinking the definition of the practice of law could open up alternative regulatory pathways to address providers performing a variety of legal service activities. The definition could be narrowed to focus on activities occurring in court and directly related to the conduct of litigation in court. Alternatively, exceptions could be implemented or expanded. Certain categories of providers, authorized and regulated by statute, could be excepted from enforcement under unauthorized practice of law ("UPL") rules (similar to Utah’s approach to real estate brokers). These exceptions could include organizational providers; excepting certain community-based organizations from UPL, for example. Another approach would except certain activities from the UPL definition; the provision of free legal advice to help people complete state approved forms, for example, could be excluded from the regulated practice of law.

It would be within the province of the legislature, then, to develop a regulatory regime for legal services outside the more limited scope of the practice of law. It may be possible for the executive branch to use its existing consumer protection authority to provide regulatory oversight without additional legislation. This approach accepts the idea that the state court may not be the ideal institutional actor to develop and implement a robust regulatory scheme, particularly one seeking to prioritize consumer protection, and that the other branches of government have an important role to play.
IV. Conclusion

State supreme courts have the ultimate responsibility for the regulation of legal services within their state. The way regulation is currently structured and administered need not be the way regulation is done going forward. State bar associations only operate as legal regulators at the discretion of the court. When the evidence indicates that the existing regulator is not performing the delegated responsibilities properly and that consumers are being harmed, the courts have a responsibility to act. This is a significant challenge but not an impossible one. There are multiple ways to tackle re-imagining the bar; a court just needs to take the first step.
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